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About This Game

The Story

Welcome to Legenia. The nicest land in the archipelago, or at least it was...

The island was attacked. Monsters are running loose. And the local hero has mysteriously disappeared. You are the only hope we
have left. This world needs new heroes. I hope you're one of them...

Gameplay

Ultimate Legends is a turn-based game reminiscent of the popular SNES RPGs. Fight in turns and incorporate strategy into your
battles. Guide your heroes across dungeons and lands where you will be presented with multiple puzzles to solve before

proceeding. Solve the puzzles and you will have the chance to fight with the boss monsters. Every defeated boss monster
unlocks more puzzles. Solve them all to win the game!!

Features

Customise Your Characters

Create your own heroes.
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Choose their role from 30 different classes.

Make this adventure your adventure.

Overcome Difficult Trials

Solve countless puzzles (actually around 21).

Traverse 6 challenging dungeons to save Legenia.

Take Strategy to Battle

Every move must be planned. Choose poorly and suffer defeat. Choose wisely and become a legend.

Battles are conducted with a popular turn-based system. Friendly to all ages. You can't hurt yourself even if you try...

Battle Ancient Evil

Fight back against the great monsters of the past.

Battle familiar faces as well as new characters (some may or may not be scary).

Do not expect these creatures to go easy on you...
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Title: Ultimate Legends
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
TheoNeo Games
Publisher:
TheoNeo Games
Release Date: 24 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Mac OSX 10.10 or better

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Compatible OpenGLR

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: 1280x768 or better Display

English
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A $2 game... I get it...

But you can barely kill first encounters. If you rush right into next step you can get some gear to try and grind random
encounters since the patrolling guys are too strong at first. Then I make it past that, first boss does more damage than my max
health.

Yes its a game for $2, it could be good, but enemies are just unmanageable to progress.
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